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I VIGNERI DI SALVO FOTI
vino�rosso�	
��﹐�﹩�	
Vinified in a traditional lava-
stone winemaking building 
called a palmento, this deep 
purple blend of Nerello 
Mascalese and Nerello Cap-
puccio has a complex flavor 
with notes of plum, tobacco, 
and lychee.

CORNELISSEN
contadino�	
��﹐�igt�terre�
siciliane�rosso﹐�﹩�

A pleasing cranberry red, this 
blend of Nerello Mascalese, 
Nerello Cappuccio, and several 
other ancient grape varieties 
is delicately tannic and has a 
fragrance reminiscent of spiced 
fruits steeped in liqueur.

FATTORIE ROMEO 
DEL CASTELLO,
vigo�	
�	�etna�rosso�doc﹐�﹩��
This garnet-red blend of 
Nerello Mascalese and Nerello 
Cappuccio has a pleasing black 
currant aroma with a hint of 
camphor. Bright acidity and a 
fine astringency complement a 
rich array of fruit essences.
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Three Etna reds to try now

from�the�sideboard

UP FROM THE ASHES
No longer dormant, Mount Etna reemerges as a top wine region

etna﹐�the�notoriously�active volcano 
that dominates the eastern Sicilian sky-
line, is something of a paradox. It’s home 
to one of the world’s great emerging wine 
regions—which also happens to be one 
of the oldest. 

Winemaking has been an integral part 
of Etna’s economy and culture since 
the fifth century BC, but in the early 
1900s, hit by phylloxera (an aphid-like 
insect that attacks vine roots) and a mass 
emigration of farm workers, Etna’s wine 
industry went into free fall and remained 
dormant for most of the 20th century. 
Now Etna is giving wine aficionados 
the rarest of opportunities: to witness, 
quite literally, the rebirth of an ancient 
wine region, and to observe its evolution 
bottle by bottle, vintage by vintage. “Not 
long ago, only a few believed in Etna, its 
vineyards and grape varieties, the distinc-
tive elegance of its wines,” says Salvo 

Foti, a Catania-born viticulturist and 
oenologist. “We were often singled out as 
the poor relation of Sicilian winemaking.  
These days, Etna is on everyone’s lips.”

Etna began to stir in the 1990s when a 
Sicilian businessman, Giuseppe Benanti, 
began producing high-quality wines 
from his grandfather’s long neglected 
vineyard with Foti’s help. Today, Foti 
continues his pioneering work in his own 
vineyards and as the head of Consorzio 
I Vigneri, a group of winegrowers dedi-
cated to the preservation of traditional 
Etnean viticulture.

In the early 2000s, other winegrowers 
followed Foti’s lead and put down roots 
in the volcano’s foothills. Now we’re 
finally tasting the fruits of their labors. 
Using modern oenological knowledge, 
they’re vinifying ancient indigenous 
grapes—mainly Nerello Mascalese and 
Nerello Cappuccio—to produce wines 

that highlight Etna’s multifaceted 
terroir, giving tantalizing glimpses of 
the region’s potential.

A chance encounter with Foti inspired 
Etna native Chiara Vigo to revive Fattorie 
Romeo del Castello, the winery founded 
by her family in the late 18th century 
and overseen by her grandfather until 
the 1960s. “Foti made me understand 
that I had a treasure, something I wasn’t 
really conscious of,” she says. Frank 
Cornelissen, a wine broker from Belgium, 
started making wines in the northern 
Etnean village of Solicchiata in 2001. 
Initially, he says they were “driven by 
my personality and the idea of what great 
territorial wines should be: liquid stone.” 
But over time, he realized the virtue of 
letting the volcano speak for itself: “My 
wines today are much more Etna. They 
represent the territory I have gradually 
become part of.” —nick�czap
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